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Between 2013 and 2020, the number of those using the internet only very infrequently or never
declined by 49% in Suffolk (compared to 51% regionally and 53% nationally).
In 2020, 54,000 over 16s (8.6%) in Suffolk were very infrequent / non-users and for the first-time since
2016, Suffolk over-indexed against national averages on this.
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In 2019, 61% of households stated that lack of usefulness and need is a reason for not having internet
(in 2009 only 34% chose this reason). Lack of skills tends to be the second highest reason for not
having internet. While ‘privacy / security concerns’ has moved from last to third since 2017.

Note – this question was no longer included in the 2020 survey
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Suffolk Superfast Broadband coverage
% of premises with speeds of 30 Mbps+ at postcode level
Source: Project Gigabit Lot 2, Lot 5 and Lot 7 OMR
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Why does it matter?
• Because so much is done digitally, especially following Covid-19, you’re more likely
to be disadvantaged and excluded if you’re not online…
• Studies have shown
• Digital inclusion is important for social equality, and to ensure equal access to the many benefits the internet offers
• Individuals with basic digital skills benefit from:
• increased earnings
• higher employability
• cheaper shopping
• improved communication
• time saved through online services
• The benefits of Basic Digital Skills training outweighs the costs involved, the boost in tax receipts and NHS savings
alone exceed the investment required.
• Individuals who use the internet to create and maintain social ties expand their social capital, connectivity, social
engagement, and community attachment
• Digital participation can have an impact in minimising loneliness and depression among older people
• Older people who have internet access are three times less likely to be socially excluded.
• The Widening Digital Participation evaluation in England showed around half of people provided with digital
inclusion support felt less lonely and isolated.

Covid-19 & the Collaborative
Communities Board

• Covid accelerated the move
online
• Services
• Learning
• Payment
• Data
• The CCB identified ‘digital’
as a key strand of work
• An investigation and
discussion of work
underway
• The Digital Inclusion
Network was started

Role of the Digital Inclusion Network in the Suffolk System
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Digital Champions

Enablers / Co-ordinators / Data providers / Sign posters / Bidders Funders

Vison - we will work together to…
Promote and enable digital access for those who want it (kit, infrastructure,

support to use) and provide mediated access for those who cannot / do not
want it…

…so that people in Suffolk can use technology and the internet to access digital
solutions to help them live their lives, including connections with family and

community, online shopping, banking, accessing public services etc….
…so they can keep themselves safe, productive and well in a connected world
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2022 Priorities
“It’s about the services, not the means”

1
Continue to be
the Digital
Inclusion
Network

2
Deliver Digital
Champions and
capture initial
impact

3
Share more case
studies from
other digital
inclusion projects
nationally

4
Attract national
digital inclusion
charities into
Suffolk

5
Take opportunity
for coproduction and
learning

